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The Victor’s Words

2017년 4월 1일 토요일

The Followers of the Victory Altar Will not Die
The Dying Era is Finished
in the Victory Altar
In the future, death will
disappear in the Yeokgok
Victory Altar first. Second,
death will disappear in Korea.
Third, death will disappear in
the world. Not only Haeinga(˙
海印歌)but also all parts(全篇)
of Gyeokamyourok record that
if one eats the Sweet Dew(甘
露), death will disappear. Additionally, the Bible says ‘the dew
of the Lord is shiny one, the
earth shall cast out the dead in
Isaiah 26:19. That is, if the
Savior who emits the Holy Dew
Spirit comes out, death will
disappear. The Nirvana Sutra
volume 6 records that the a
Sweet Dew is an elixir(不死藥),
and if one eats the Sweet Dew,
the dead will live and life span
will be extended according to
the Nirvana Sutra volume 8.
Plus, as death disappears, the
birth of humans will disappear
gra-dually.
Although young men get
married, they do not become
pregnant. This is the last time. It
is almost accomplished. The
time that people cannot conceive babies will come. The
dying era is finished in the
Victory Altar. Death will disappear gradually. First, the
followers of the Victory Altar
will not die, next Korean people
will not die, and death will
disappear
from
Korea
completely. A man says for this

man, “you had better not say
such a word.” However, if This
man says, all things are
accomplished as he says. So far,
there was nothing that was not
accomplished as This man said.
The era when all humanity in
the world do not die will surely
come.
The miracle that even
traffic accidents do not
happen will happen
If death disappears, will car
accidents happen? No. Car
accidents will not happen. Such
an incredible miracle will occur.
And the miracle that death
completely disappear on the
earth will occur. The time when
you say,” Wow, it is mysterious,
why do trees not die? Why do
grasses not die” will come soon.
Therefore, as This man annihilate the spirit of death, death
will disappear, the time when
you can not see death will come.
That is, there may be people
who think as they do not know
when this is going to be
completed, in the end, the time
is almost coming. As time’s up,
the time to be completed comes.
Those who do not prepare for
immortality should prepare for
the qualification for immortality.
You should be accomplished
quickly by praying hard and
living a life in contrast of what
you want to live. So if you are
accomplished as the bodies of
immortality (
) first, then
all people of the world will be

accomplished as the forms of
immortality(
) one by
one.
Immortality is recorded
in the Bible and the
Buddhist scriptures
The Bible and the Buddhist
scriptures write about eternal
life in several places.
‘You diligently study the
Scriptures because you think
that by them you possess eternal
life’ according to John 5:39.
That is, as immortality is in the
Bible, people study the scriptures, if immortality is not in
the Bible, people do not study it.
‘Eternal life, which God, that
cannot lie, promised before the
world began’ in accordance
with Titus 1:2. That is, God is
the spirit of immortality, he
promised immortality.
Therefore, taking out eternal
life in the Bible, the Bible

becomes a lifeless book. Not
only the Bible says about
immortality but also the
Buddhist scriptures write about
immortality.
‘The Sweet Dew is an elixir(
)’ according to the
Nirvana Sutra volume 6. Also
the Nirvana Sutra 8 records, ‘if
one eats the Sweet Dew, dead
body lives and life span
prolongs.’ That is, it means if
one receives the Sweet Dew,
they will not die. Additionally
the Nirvana Sutra 9 writes the
people who the Sweet Dew goes
to reach nirvana. It means if one
receives the Sweet Dew, they
reach nirvana, nirvana means
not dying.
The Light of the Sweet
Dew Comes out from
Righteous Men
As it is now, the Sweet Dew
falls from the body of the

Savior. As This man took the
full authority of Satan away, he
is almighty and emits this Sweet
Dew. As God lost to Satan in the
first war, this world became a
mortal world. However, as the
mortal world of Satan was
changed into the full authority
of the immortal God, by
depriving Satan of its full
authority, death disappears
gradually. As death fades away
gradually, the era when people
cannot die and live forever like
) is
the life span of trees(
coming.
Professors who study the
science of spirit call the Holy
Dew Spirit aura that falls from
the body of This man. Also aura
comes out from the bodies of
humans. However, the light is so
faint that it cannot be caught on
cameras. So the photo that aura
was caught on movie cameras
using high frequency is called a
Kirlian photo. However, strong
light is caught on cameras. The
Sweet Dew coming from the
body of This man is caught on
cameras. As new comers doubt
and take the pictures of the Holy
Spirit, they cannot doubt.
Now, the Holy Dew Spirit falls
strongly. So the Holy Dew Spirit
comes into you, and you
receiving the Holy Dew Spirit
will emit faintly. This is a
phenomenon to righteous men
who do not commit sins.
Coming to the Victory Altar,
one’s mind is changed. That one
is changed means that one’s

blood is changed. If one’s blood
is changed immortal, the cells
will be changed immortal,
further, the body will be
changed immortal. If one’s body
is changed immortal, the
immortal body emits the Holy
Dew Spirit. So as only the
people who emits light from
their faces can be expected to go
the Victory Altar, the era that
those who do not emit light
from their faces cannot be seen
in the Victory Altar will come.
One should prepare for
living forever
The work of immortality is
accomplished from hearts, those
who doubt will surely die.
Hearing This man, those who
doubt will surely die. However,
the word of This man is
supposed to become a seed, fall
in the field of heart, and sprout
to those who are convinced of
the word of This man 100%.
As humans are the children of
God, the form of immortality
and the blood of God flows in
today’s humans, it is easy for
humans to reinstate God. The
era when humans are changed
into immortal God and live
forever will come. Therefore,
you should prepare for living
forever. So This man regards
you as more precious existences
than Gold.*
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